Homecoming With SSWA: Rewrite "The Scotsman"

11/06/2018

"The Scotsman" Reimagined

This year at homecoming we asked you to re-imagine and update "The Scotsman" for a modern day. We present you with one winner, a runner-up, and a lineup of our favorite lines. Thanks to all who participated.

First Place:
Show me the way
Who hasn't lost the way
When we are homeless
When we are alone
Who doesn't love a little field
Glowing after the darkness
When the stars are shining when the sky
When we are喏. We need to ask. A reunion of our favorites lines. Thank...

Runner-ups:
Show me the sky
Who hasn't lost the way
When we are homeless
When we are alone
Who doesn't love a little field
Glowing after the darkness
When the stars are shining when the sky
When we are

A lineup of our favorite lines:
Show me the sky
Who hasn't lost the way
When we are homeless
When we are alone
Who doesn't love a little field
Glowing after the darkness
When the stars are shining when the sky